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The role of medical imaging in paediatric NAIs {#jmrs325-sec-0002}
==============================================

**Breeanna Prescott‐Lord^1^, Georgia Sim^1^, Fortunate Maveza^1^**

^1^University of Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia

**Background:** To provide quality care for patients, it is essential that radiographers are knowledgeable on the clinical presentations and suitable imaging pathways for non‐accidental injuries (NAIs) in paediatrics.

**Methods:** Research was sourced from numerous peer‐reviewed journal articles with an exclusion of articles published before 2000. Articles published before this date were considered to be outdated due to recent studies providing statistics and protocols more suited to current standards.

**Results:** Studies show that the prevailing cause of child grievance and fatality in Australia is NAI.^1^ In 2015--2016, the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare revealed that approximately 42 000 children were victims of child abuse, with 18% documented as physical abuse.^1,2^ Children less than 2 years of age are at a higher risk of significant injury.^3^

**Discussion:** As medical imaging is at the forefront of diagnostic services discerning NAIs, radiographers have an obligation to provide high quality imaging to ensure that patient anatomy and pathologies are visualised maximally. The failure to obtain optimal radiographic views may result in missed pathologies, which can have detrimental consequences for the child involved.^4^ While imaging of older children is considered on a case‐by‐case basis with a range of modalities available for assessment, imaging procedures for children less than 2 years of age follow a strict skeletal survey assessment.^4^
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**Background:** The radiographer\'s role in suspected non‐accidental injuries (NAI) due to physical abuse is crucial. All images are reviewed by the radiologist. The quality of the images taken are required to be of optimal standard as the images taken can have legal implications that can be used in court and for child protection services. Information such as the people present during the procedure, the projections used, when the procedure was performed are to be recorded for future reference if needed legally.

**Professional issues:** When performing the examination, it is unknown whether the abuser, carer or parent has brought in the child for examination. Professionalism must be maintained throughout and after the procedure and confidentiality maintained.

An option is to have radiographers have paediatric image training or NAI training to learn how best to handle such situations. Any suspicious injuries visualised on the diagnostic images seen should be escalated and reported to the appropriate staff.^1^

In examinations querying NAI, two radiographers should be present to provide the service of quality needed to attain an optimal radiograph.^1^

**Patients:** The radiographer\'s body language, tone of voice and the simple and engaging demonstration towards the child are crucial for the child to feel comfortable in the environment.^2^

The targeted patients in this (abstract) are children less than 5 years of age. A study by Harding and Davis found that simple explanation and demonstration of the equipment before adjusting it, and giving rewards could ease the child\'s anxiety and fear during the imaging procedure.^2^
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Since Roentgen\'s discovery of the X‐ray, the use of radiography and other imaging modalities has proved to be an invaluable tool in clinical investigations. This begs the question, why should we stop at the living? The answer is, we do not. 

Forensic radiography is a fascinating and fulfilling specialty that utilises the diagnostic power of medical imaging to aid in the investigation and identification of living victims of crime, and the deceased. Utilising modified technical considerations to PPE, manual handling and imaging techniques such as postmortem computed tomography and virtopsy, radiographers can produce evidence for legal proceedings and provide an alternative to postmortem autopsy. Holistically, forensic examination of cadavers involves a team of health professionals that collaborate, in conjunction with police and the Courts, to not only determine identity and cause of death, but to support each other emotionally and, most importantly, to play a pivotal role in providing closure to families of victims.

Master class on the paediatric elbow {#jmrs325-sec-0005}
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**Lachlan Hinds^1^**

^1^Charles Sturt University, New South Wales, Australia

This presentation will explore the importance of understanding technical factors such as using high kVp and a low mAs.^1^ We shall explore the CRITOL systematic approach and the importance of concise and clear communication with paediatric patients. This presentation will have a focus mainly on elbow imaging, as there are many normal variances within the paediatric skeleton, which can be mistaken for a fracture or injury. 

I will share my experiences within the radiography field and key anecdotal information of being an elite swim coach, showing a correlation between the similarities and differences. Within my research, I have discovered that there are three main variations groups within paediatrics. These groups are: children less than 5 years of age, children 5--10 years of age, and children between 11 and 16 years of age.^2,3^ Children less than 5 years of age require more complex distractive techniques and time to associate safety within a new environment. Children 5--10 years of age are easier to distract and can be manipulated with simple cues. Lastly, the 11--16 years age bracket appreciates being treated as if they are adults and are a great starting point for newer students wanting insight into anatomical variances.^3^ 

I believe my findings will lead to increased knowledge of the anatomical variations of paediatric anatomy and also allow listeners to be immersed in to the paediatric brain.
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I have a burst fracture, what happens next? Neuroradiography and its imaging modalities  {#jmrs325-sec-0006}
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In the field of neuroradiography, different imaging modalities are implemented to diagnose, evaluate and treat neurological injuries. The spinal region often endures high‐energy forces that lead to compression of the spinal cord. In the spine a burst fracture is one of the most common injuries to occur and has a high incidence of neurological compromise. The mechanism of injury, neurological signs, radiographic appearance, imaging techniques and surgical intervention of a burst fracture were investigated.

The research was conducted through the use of academic journal articles, online sources and in communication with senior radiographer Jo Sawell from John Hunter Hospital. This information displayed the high occurrence of burst fractures in the thoracolumbar region particularly at L1. The different imaging modalities from X‐ray, CT to MRI were all understood to play an important role in diagnosis. Furthermore, it was discussed that surgical intervention should be considered for cases of neurological compromise especially if the patient has cauda equina herniation. In the surgery the radiographer has an important role in utilising the image intensifier to assist the surgeon with localisation. A more current modality for surgery is the use of the O‐arm, which can assist throughout the surgical procedure. Any damage to the spinal cord requires great consideration due to the detrimental outcomes that may occur. All the modalities discussed can aid in the treatment process however their use will vary depending on surgeon or hospital.
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**Background:** Clinical practice guidelines integrate evidence‐based research into key recommendations to guide optimum patient care. Reviewing clinical practice guidelines is important to ensure clinical care aligns with current recommended best practice. 

**Objectives:** To conduct a narrative review of radiotherapy clinical practice guidelines for men diagnosed with non‐metastatic prostate cancer and compare external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) and brachytherapy (BT) recommendations across clinical risk groups.

**Methods:** Clinical guidelines were identified using Medline and hand searching of reference lists. Guidelines published in English after 2008 and available in full‐text were reviewed and data were presented in tables.

**Results and Discussion:** Twenty‐two clinical practice guidelines were identified of which seven were Australian. Five of these were published by Cancer Institute NSW\'s eviQ Cancer Treatments Online and two by the Australian and New Zealand Faculty of Radiation Oncology Genito‐Urinary Group. Comparisons showed that radiotherapy recommendations for low, intermediate and high clinical risk groups varied across countries. Australian guidelines recommended definitive EBRT for all clinical risk groups and as adjuvant treatment if adverse pathological features were evident after prostatectomy. Low‐dose‐rate BT was recommended for low clinical risk while high‐dose‐rate BT was recommended for patients with intermediate and high risk disease. Recently, hypofractionated EBRT was recommended for patients with low to intermediate risk disease. 

**Conclusion:** The findings highlight common recommendations for radiotherapy mode and technique, when stratifying for risk category. There was some variation in the current guidelines for radiotherapy in prostate cancer care, likely due to different practices in different countries. 

Surface guided radiation therapy: a tattoo free surface for radiation therapy {#jmrs325-sec-0009}
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**Madeleine Tsikleas^1^, Claudia Chapple^1^**

^1^The Queensland University of Technology, Australia

**Background:** Radiation therapy techniques are constantly evolving with permanent skin marks or tattoos still being traditionally used for reproducibility and accuracy of patient treatment set‐ups. External tattoos, although useful, do not necessarily relate to internal anatomical structures because of skin mobility, and without the use of image guided radiation therapy (IGRT) may be unreliable. Patients may also find tattoos psychosocially distressing; therefore this warrants investigation into the utilisation of surface guided radiation therapy (SGRT) as an alternative.

**Objective:** The purpose of this project was to evaluate the accuracy of SGRT and to investigate if it is an appropriate surrogate for patient tattoos.

**Methods:** The primary databases, QUT health database, PubMed and Cochrane, were used for sourcing high quality randomised control trials and peer‐reviewed articles. To ensure currency and relevance, only English studies published within the past 10 years were incorporated; no primary research was conducted. The treatment sites evaluated were: head and neck, thorax, pelvis and breast.

**Results:** The results indicated a general trend in favour of SGRT with comparable accuracy to tattoo methods for all anatomical regions. Some studies indicate SGRT to be more accurate for specific anatomical sites. 

**Conclusion:** Cancer is burden on our healthcare system and with no definite cure, will continue to be so. SGRT has proven to be comparable and could potentially replace tattooing methods, retaining the ability to provide accurate and reproducible set‐ups while still being able to alleviate patient psychosocial distress. 

Motion management in stereotactic body radiotherapy for liver tumours {#jmrs325-sec-0010}
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Radiation therapy (RT) plays an invaluable role in the treatment of cancers. It has improved local tumour control as well as survival rates for many cancer patients.

RT has evolved over the years and one key development is stereotactic body RT (SBRT), which delivers higher doses of radiation in smaller fractions to treat small tumours in surgically inoperable locations such as the liver. For liver cancer patients, surgery is the only curative option to treat hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).^1^ However, many patients are surgically unfit due to the extent of their disease, liver function and comorbidities.^2^ As such, SBRT has been established as an alternative treatment choice for these patients. SBRT is the only non‐invasive treatment and its results are promising. With SBRT, local control rates are 68--100% in 1--2 years with 52--100% 1‐year overall survival rates.^3^ However, there is a major limiting factor to the effectiveness of SBRT treatment; intra and inter‐fraction motion during treatment can cause a disparity between planned and delivered doses.^4^ Hence, various motion management techniques through the use of hardware, software and patient‐specific modalities have been utilised to manage motion and achieve a better dose conformity in HCC treatments to prevent target underdosage and normal tissues overdosage.

This study thus evaluates and explores the relevance of different motion management techniques in SBRT while providing insight into how they can be better applied to reduce respiratory motion in SBRT treatment for HCC.
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Unmask the fear: improving comfort for patients requiring head and neck immobilisation {#jmrs325-sec-0011}
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**Briony Stephens^1^, Jaskireth S. Singh^1^**

^1^University of South Australia, Australia

Customised thermoplastic masks are used to facilitate stability, accuracy and reproducibility of head and neck radiotherapy treatment. These masks have the potential to put pressure on the patient\'s skin; impair vision, swallowing and respiration; restrict the patient\'s physical comfort and induce anxiety. Discomfort and anxiety not only impact the patient\'s quality of life, but can also reduce adherence to treatment, which is detrimental to the health outcomes of head and neck radiotherapy patients. Insight into patient comfort is valuable to the provision of patient‐centred care. 

This presentation aims to discuss current practice regarding psychosocial support for patients requiring head and neck immobilisation and explore the scope for improving identification and management of patient discomfort. As radiation therapists have direct, daily interactions with radiotherapy patients, they have a unique, important role in improving patient comfort. The provision of education, effective communication, medication, music, psychological services and decorated masks are feasible approaches used in practice to reduce patient anxiety. Challenges to this movement include maintaining accuracy, time and communication skills, and the cost of materials and services. It could be suggested that understanding and improving patient comfort is regarded secondary to technical accuracy. It is possible that patient comfort in radiotherapy is not well described and investigation into a valid comfort measure is necessary to improve the patient experience. Exploring radiotherapy student experiences wearing a thermoplastic mask could be an avenue to inform training in communication skills and strategies to detect and manage patient discomfort.

Carbonising radiation therapy: is carbon ion radiation therapy the way for the future? {#jmrs325-sec-0012}
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**Tony Ma^1^, Erin Weier^1^, Theresa Nguyen^1^, Yi‐Chin Huang^1^**

^1^Queensland University of Technology, Australia

**Background:** Carbon ion radiotherapy (CIRT) has increasingly garnered scientific interest for its unique physical and biological effectiveness. Carbon ions have a high relative biological effectiveness (RBE) and increased linear energy transfer (LET). This can allow carbon ions to overcome contributors of radio resistance such as tumours with a low alpha beta ratio, hypoxia, cell proliferation and metabolic changes.^1 ^ 

**Objective:** The purpose of this literature review is to discuss the role of CIRT in the treatment of abdomino‐pelvic cancers and compare the clinical outcomes and toxicity rates between CIRT and conventional photon modalities. The clinical and financial feasibility of CIRT will also be assessed. 

**Results:** Results indicate that CIRT shows greater clinical outcomes such as improved overall survival, local control and biochemical recurrence free survival for prostate, pancreatic and HCC patients when compared to conventional photon techniques.^2‐7^ Additionally results have shown that patients treated with CIRT developed less severe side‐effects when compared with conventional modalities. However, CIRT is associated with significantly higher capital and operational costs when compared to conventional techniques.^8^

**Conclusion:** Results obtained from the treatment of abdomino‐pelvic tumours using CIRT has shown that it is highly effective in treating abdomino‐pelvic patients. However, further clinical studies involving larger sample sizes and longer term follow up information would be required in order to assess the rationale for setting up a CIRT facility. 
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The application of 3D printed bolus in the treatment of superficial lesions {#jmrs325-sec-0013}
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^1^University of South Australia, Australia

**Background:** Boluses are commonly used in radiotherapy to counteract the skin‐sparing effect and increase the dose to superficial lesions. Current fabrication of individualised boluses is a complex, time‐consuming and highly labour intensive process.^1^ Meanwhile, difficulties in making full contact with uneven skin surfaces like the head and neck regions, are a disadvantage of commercially available flat‐form boluses.^2^ This results in significant air gaps, which can lead to \>10% dose reduction at the patient\'s skin surface and variations in dose distributions across the target volume.^3^ 3D bolus printing, involving the use of 3D printing technology to create individualised boluses, may be the solution to these current challenges.^1^

**Aims:** To investigate different approaches of incorporating 3D printing technology into bolus manufacture. This poster also aims to study how those approaches may influence the workflow of clinical practices and patient experience.

**Method:** This research will involve a review of peer‐reviewed literature relating to 3D printed bolus application published within the past 10 years. Relevant paper results will be critically analysed to draw conclusions pertaining to our aims.  

**Conclusion:** There are a range of manufacture methods involving different machines and materials. The optimal bolus materials and quality assurance standards for 3D printing are still being explored.^3 ^Across most current literature, 3D printing has the potential to be a feasible alternative to conventional bolus manufacture, improving individualised treatment techniques. 
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**Background:** The advancements in digital radiography has seen challenges emerge while testing basic radiographic principles against newer digital applications. Radiographic image collimation is one of the main areas generating concern as to how these challenges are being met in the clinical setting.^1,2^

**Objectives:** The aim of this research was to investigate the current recommendation on the standards for post‐processing collimation in digital radiography.

**Methods:** All studies published in English in Medline, EMBASE, Emcare, Scopus and Science Direct databases from 1946 to October 2018 were systematically searched using search terms of 'digital radiography' or 'post‐processing collimation'. A manual search on radiography specific websites and Journals of Medical Radiation Sciences was also performed. Two independent reviewers performed the screening of articles and assessed the quality of literature by critical appraisal of the eligible studies.  

**Preliminary Results:** Database search and manual searching resulted in 397 articles. After removal of duplicates and screening, eight articles met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Following this, critical appraisal of articles was performed which can be categorised as practice guidelines and descriptive studies. 

**Conclusion:** This systematic review identified that post‐processing collimation can be used to improve the image quality of radiographs. However, it should not be used to electronically collimate anatomical information due to risk of missing a diagnosis. In addition, there is a risk of overexposure with post‐processing collimation. Therefore, it is important to use manual collimation to limit the radiation beam and support the 'as low as reasonably achievable' (ALARA) principle. 
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Magnetic resonance fingerprinting (MRF) is a new method of quantitative image acquisition based on magnetic resonance principles.^1^ By using pseudorandom sampling methods it elicits a unique signal evolution, or 'fingerprint', from each tissue type and matches this with a pre‐computed dictionary simulated using the Bloch equations. Instead of relative signal intensities seen in weighted images in conventional MRI, quantitative T1, T2, and proton density (PD) values are used to generate relaxometry parameter maps.^1^ This can reduce inter‐site image variation, particularly with certification of scanners with a given level of MRF accuracy. Accreditation would be critical in diagnosis and helpful in large, cross‐site imaging studies.

MRF also enables undersampling and can accelerate the image acquisition process by up to 48 times, without compromising image quality.^1^ MRF as a form of fast, quantitative MRI would improve patient comfort and throughput, and could become a useful marker for disease.

To date, MRF has been trialled on specific applications in brain,^2^ abdomen,^3^ prostate,^4^ cardiac and vascular imaging with promising results. For example, whole brain quantitative 3D maps for T1, T2 and PD with a resolution of 1.2 x 1.2 x 3 mm^3^ can be obtained in under 5 min. Also, quantitative maps obtained through MRF could be used to reliably differentiate between malignant and benign prostate conditions, and normal and sclerotic hippocampal tissue.

With the original papers authors holding patents on MRF, and receiving funding from Siemens, MRF could be a clinical reality in the not‐too‐distant future.
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**Background:** Craniospinal irradiation (CSI) is a technique used to treat malignancies of the central nervous system in adults and children.^1,2^ While photon CSI has demonstrated efficacy in increasing survival, this treatment is not without consequence. Photon techniques (xCSI) carry significant acute and long‐term sequelae including risk of secondary malignancy and cardiac mortality in addition to growth, neurocognitive and behavioural abnormalities due to doses delivered to structures anterior to the spine.^1,3,4^ Proton CSI (pCSI) is a modern technique that demonstrates potential benefits due to its characteristic Bragg Peak dose deposition.^2,3,5^

**Aim:** This review aimed to synthesise the available evidence and assess the potential role of pCSI.

**Methods:** The PubMed, EMBASE and Scopus databases were searched. Articles were included if published within the past 10 years, and if a comparison of pCSI and at least one xCSI technique was included. Articles were excluded if the full text was unavailable and if not in the English language.

**Results:** 23 articles were reviewed. Results pertained predominantly to paediatrics, and were largely based on theoretical parameters such as dosimetric modelling or risk estimates. Potential benefits of pCSI were observed in relation to all domains including: PTV coverage and local control, normal tissue sparing, side effects^ ^and incidence of secondary malignancies.

**Conclusion:** While benefits were demonstrated, further investigation and larger scale, higher quality trials may be required before consideration of routine implementation. An analysis of modern xCSI techniques, the impact of secondary neutron scatter and resource availability/cost are areas for future research.
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The MRI‐Linac is the integration of an MRI system with a linear accelerator into a hybrid radiotherapy system.^1^ Compared to CT, MRI provides superior soft tissue contrast without additional dose, with the ability to provide direct tumour visualisation, organs at risk localisation and tracking of anatomical motion through real‐time imaging.^1^ The integration of MRI could allow for real‐time treatment guidance, adaption and possibly functional imaging.^2^ 

Many challenges are associated with this however, due to the reliance on and sensitivity to magnetic fields of both the MRI scanner and linac.^3^ Multiple institutes have made different approaches to these issues, including the use of active and passive magnetic field shielding as well as in‐line or perpendicular orientation of the main magnetic field to the X‐rays.^3^ With the integration of new treatment systems, the typical clinical workflow will also need to radically change.^1^ From the MRI‐Linac being theorised over a decade ago to now being produced into four different systems, two of which are commercial, it is clear that this is the future of image‐guided radiotherapy.^3,4 ^
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**Background:** The field of radiomics is an extension of computer‐aided diagnosis and detection. Quantitative and qualitative tumour features, derived from diagnostic images, can be translated into biological and clinically useful information. Current tumour analysis is limited to visual evaluation of radiological images and pathological evaluation using invasive tumour biopsies. Its current application in tumour diagnostics and radiography has led to its potential implementation in radiation therapy. It is the process of image acquisition, tumour segmentation, feature extraction and predictive modelling of medical images in relation to clinical endpoints.

**Objective:** To determine whether the incorporation of radiomics to current diagnostic practices will improve the accuracy of tumour prognosis, stratification and the prediction of radiation‐induced toxicities. 

**Methods:** A comprehensive literature review was conducted on studies published within the past 5 years. The focus of this review was primarily head and neck and non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients. 

**Results:** Radiomic signatures, when combined with the current conventional prognostic factors, have improved the predictive probability of overall survival and distant metastasis among NSCLC patients. Research into radiation‐induced toxicities demonstrated preliminary evidence that radiomic features can predict pneumonitis and radiation‐induced lung injury before treatment. 

**Conclusion:** The implementation of radiomics may allow clinicians to improve the current 'one‐size fits all' approach, allowing a more informed and shared‐decision. This novel concept has demonstrated its ability to revolutionise the approach to cancer diagnosis, prognosis, toxicities and subsequent treatment. 

Exploring the impact of cancer in young people through the journey of a 31‐year‐old male with metastatic lung cancer {#jmrs325-sec-0021}
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**Introduction:** Lung cancer is currently the fifth most common cancer in Australia, with peak incidence occurring in the eighth decade of life. However individuals as young as 25 years of age have been diagnosed with lung cancer; even with the extremely low rate of 1.2 for every 100,000.^1^ During my recent placement in 2018, I cared for a young cancer patient with metastatic lung cancer.

**Case presentation:** A 29‐year‐old male diagnosed with stage IV non‐small cell lung cancer of pleomorphic histology in late 2016.

**Management and Outcome:** The patient underwent a left pneumonectomy in late 2016, however, recurrence was detected in the pleural lining, chest wall and contralateral humerus. The patient was considered incurable and palliative care was considered the best option for the patient. This consisted of palliative radiation therapy with ongoing concurrent chemotherapy (Nivolumab). Since his most recent course of radiation therapy in October 2018 the patient has appeared asymptomatic and has displayed no severe symptoms of metastasis.

**Discussion:** The aspects of the patient\'s cancer journey explored in this case study included the physical side effects of treatment, impact on life goals and relationships, and emotional wellbeing. In addition, the study aimed to evaluate the role of multidisciplinary services (psychologist, social worker, dietician) in this patient\'s care. The aim of this paper is to provide health professionals and students with the knowledge to emphathise better with young cancer patients and learn how we can better care for this group in cancer treatment.

**Reference**

1\. Lung cancer statistics. In: Lung‐cancer.canceraustralia.gov.au 2018. Available at:  <https://lung-cancer.canceraustralia.gov.au/statistics> \[accessed 28 October 2018\]. 
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Image receptor protector design as the solution to prevent nosocomial infection in radiology {#jmrs325-sec-0023}
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Patients acquire nosocomial infections during a hospital stay. Based on the Obiera et al study in 2015, 75% of the burden of nosocomial infections is present in developing countries, with Asia showing more than 40% of hospitalisations with nosocomial infection. The radiology unit presents a great opportunity for the spread of nosocomial infection. Image receptor (IR), or 'radiography cassette', is one of the tools used to produce radiography image. When the radiography procedure is taken with the radiography cassette, the cassette makes direct contact with the patient\'s body, which may lead to the spread of nosocomial infection.

The aim of this study is to minimise nosocomial infection by designing an IR protector as a radiography cassette protector. Quantitative methods used in this study consisted of doing an experiment on several samples of materials made of polyethylene plastic (0.07, 0.10, 0.13 and 0.15 mm), mica and latex. Each sample was given the same treatment such as exposed by X‐ray without object, coin and radiography contrast media to compare image quality and obtain the right materials.

The results showed that the material that produces the maximum image quality is a type of polyethylene plastic 0.10 mm in thickness. This protector can be used in conventional radiography cassette or computed radiology cassette and the principle of this protector is disposable use.

Chronic schizophrenia in the radiotherapy department: context and considerations {#jmrs325-sec-0024}
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Patients affected by chronic mental health issues such as schizophrenia pose a concern to cancer care as the psychiatric tendencies and physical manifestations linked to their disease are often detrimental to their capacity for autonomy, self‐care and medical compliance.^1^ These discrepancies have been quantified within retrospective studies which demonstrate a clear mortality gap involved with cancer care of schizophrenic individuals, with a recent literature review on the topic stating schizophrenic patients as being 40% more likely to suffer cancer‐related mortality in comparison to the general population.^2^

In an effort to further explore and provide context to these statistics, the current case study details some treatment‐related barriers identified within the literature and relates these to practical considerations that were faced when treating a man diagnosed with NSCLC and chronic schizophrenia in a radiotherapy department. This case‐led discussion aims to improve treatment‐related compliance for similar cases through an understanding of the stigma and psychological perils associated with chronic schizophrenia and to establish professional education regarding the preservation of psychological wellbeing for these patients.

**References**

1\. Torres‐González F, Ibanez‐Casas I, Saldivia S, et al. Unmet needs in the management of schizophrenia. Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2014;10:97‐110.

2\. Zhuo C, Tao R, Jiang R, Lin X, Shao M. Cancer mortality in patients with schizophrenia: systematic review and meta‐analysis. Br J Psychiatry 2017:211(1):7‐13.
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**Objectives:** It is known that emotionally challenging situations affect medical and allied health students negatively, and that the implementation of supportive strategies can provide students with long‐term benefits.^1^ However, published research investigating emotionally challenging clinical situations in the diagnostic radiography (DR) clinical environment is limited in scope and quantity. In particular, there are no studies investigating the types of emotionally challenging situations experienced by DR students on clinical placement. The aim of this study is to explore the nature and prevalence of emotionally challenging situations experienced by DR students. 

**Methods:** A mixed‐methods exploratory study was used, using questionnaires as a data collection tool. The bespoke questionnaire consists of open and closed‐ended questions that collected information regarding demographics, placement experiences and personal reflection on emotionally challenging situations. Undergraduate DR students enrolled in second, third and fourth year were invited to participate in this study. Data analysis will involve a qualitative thematic analysis of phenomenology and quantitative analysis of data from the Likert scales. The mixed‐method design will be convergent; the two types of data will be of equal priority, collected concurrently and analysed differently.^2^  

**Results:** Data collection is currently ongoing and results will be presented at the conference.

**Discussion and Conclusion:** The researchers hypothesise that DR students face a range of emotionally challenging situations during clinical placements. This study will determine the factors that contribute to emotional distress, and thus provide evidence‐based associations between clinical situations and emotional responses in DR students. 

**References**
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**Objective:** Interprofessional education (IPE) is an educational strategy that is considered essential in preparing healthcare students for collaborative practice.^1^ Currently there are a limited number of studies that examine the effectiveness of IPE for diagnostic radiography (DR) students. This aim of this study is to examine DR students' perceptions and attitudes towards interprofessional learning opportunities.

**Methods:** As part of their standard curriculum in 2018, DR students from The University of Sydney have participated in the Health Collaboration Challenge (HCC), a university organised interprofessional collaboration activity involving case‐based learning. DR students' attitudes towards IPE will be measured using the Interprofessional Socialisation and Valuing Scale^2 ^(ISVS‐21), and a bespoke questionnaire with items relating to the HCC. Inferential statistical analysis will be used to compare attitudes of undergraduate and postgraduate students, students of different ages, domestic and international students, male and female students and relationships between ISVS‐21 scores and HCC assessment marks.

**Results:** Ethics approval has been granted, and data is currently being collected. Results from the survey will be presented at the conference.

**Discussion and Conclusion:** It is anticipated that results from this study will identify both limitations and ways to better engage DR students in IPE. This data will guide future interventions aimed at helping DR students and professionals work better together with other health professionals, thereby supporting collaborative practice.

**References**
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**Objectives:** To critically analyse the current body of knowledge on the use of MRI brain imaging for identifying early brain volume biomarkers; to use MRI brain imaging data to explore the impact of lifestyle, physical and genetic factors and their impact on total and regional brain volumes; and to identify brain volume biomarkers and their association with these factors. 

**Methods:** The research was conducted as a prospective cohort study using quantitative, secondary analysis of United Kingdom (UK) Biobank data. Volumetric brain volume data was acquired from Siemens Skyra 3T MRI scanners, running VD13A SP4 software and using 32‐channel RF‐receive head coils.^1^ The study relied on the consents and ethical considerations overseen by the UK Biobank Ethics and Governance Council.^2^ An ethics application (ID: 201252) was lodged with the University of South Australia Ethics Board and exemption was granted 28/05/2018. 

**Results and Discussion:** At this stage in the research, analysis of the data in ongoing, with results pending. It is hypothesised that MRI brain imaging data will identify clinical biomarkers located in the total, hippocampal and white matter hyper‐intensity brain volumes.^3^ The availability of longitudinal health data will allow for the study of interaction between these biomarkers and disease or mortality risk.^4^ 

**Conclusion:** The potential findings of this research highlight a new application for MRI brain imaging, not only for current diagnostic and therapeutic use, but also as a predictive tool for disease prevention. 
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The progression of artificial intelligence in society is rising rapidly. Its value in the healthcare sector continues to rise exponentially and will eventually save millions of dollars. Artificial intelligence algorithms, particularly in deep learning, have continued to progress at a fast rate, particularly in image recognition tasks.

In radiology practice, trained physicians would asses the medical images to detect, characterise and monitor a disease.^1^ The use of artificial intelligence to aid in diagnosis is gaining momentum in mainstream radiology. It is already routinely used in mammography. Radiologists are generally using artificial intelligence as a second opinion to help assist them in interpreting images. For example, the temporal subtraction method originating with chest radiographs has now evolved to become widely used in computed tomography.^2^ Furthermore, the use of the Artificial Neural Network was first used in the diagnosis of interstitial lung diseases in 1990 and is now used when reviewing PET and CT images.^2^

This review will give the audience an understanding of what artificial intelligence is, how it works and how it can be used with image‐based tasks. It will then investigate and outline the current ways artificial intelligence is affecting the healthcare system, specifically radiology. 
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